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- 3 different types of filter(high pass, band pass, low pass). - High pass and band pass each have 2 different amounts of
resonance (low, high) - Low pass has 2 different types of cutoff (fast, slow) - Low pass and band pass are equipped with a

sequencer with 3 different modes(start, end, and loop). - High pass has a sequencer with 3 different modes(start, end, and loop).
- Each filter type is equipped with the following options: - Resonance - High, Low - Cutoff - Fast, Slow - Start - On, Off - End -

On, Off - Loop - On, Off A patch randomizer is also included to make the filters a wildcard and give you wah wah, gate,
wobble, and other cool effects. ----------------------------------------------- You can find the full list of features below, or the patch
manager: ----------------------------------------------- Features: - 3 different types of filter(high pass, band pass, low pass). - High

pass and band pass each have 2 different amounts of resonance (low, high) - Low pass has 2 different types of cutoff (fast,
slow) - Low pass and band pass are equipped with a sequencer with 3 different modes(start, end, and loop). - High pass has a

sequencer with 3 different modes(start, end, and loop). - Each filter type is equipped with the following options: - Resonance -
High, Low - Cutoff - Fast, Slow - Start - On, Off - End - On, Off - Loop - On, Off - You can set a randomization amount of the

filters from 0% to 100% - A patch randomizer is also included to make the filters a wildcard and give you wah wah, gate,
wobble, and other cool effects. - Sequencer 1 and 2 are the basic sequencer modes(start, end, and loop). - Sequencer 1 has no

randomization and can only be used to set the filters start point. - Sequencer 2 has 2 different types of randomization. -
Sequencer 2 can be used to set the filters start point in 5 different modes (A, B, C, D, E). A B C D E - Sequencer 2 can be used

to set the filters end point in 5 different modes (
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The right hand is the main player with the filter, cutoff, resonance, sequencer start and end modes The left hand is the
modulator that allows you to set the target pitch (no effect at pitch 0), delay, reverb and the step increment for the sequencer.

INPUTS: Out: OUT(U) – Mixer output IN: A1, A2, A3 – Inputs NUMBER OF PADS: L - Left hand: Main player: 2,
Modulator: 3 R - Right hand: Filter: 5, Cutoff: 5, Resonance: 6, Sequencer: 1, Step: 6 The main (L) hand has 5 filters: Low pass

(0 Hz – 6 kHz), High pass (6 kHz – 12 kHz), Band pass (12 kHz – 20 kHz), Notch (20 kHz – 12 kHz), Allpass (20 kHz – 20
kHz) with a step size of 6 steps per octave. The (R) hand has 5 modulators: “Resonance” (0 – 100%), “Cutoff” (0 – 100%),

“Gain” (0 – 100%), “Delay” (0 – 500 ms), “Phase” (0 – 360°). The main (L) hand has 6 cutoffs: Low (0 – 4.4 kHz), High (4.4
kHz – 9 kHz), Band (9 kHz – 14 kHz), Allpass (14 kHz – 20 kHz), Phaser (20 kHz – 30 kHz), Noise (30 kHz – 1 MHz) The (R)

hand has 6 resonant cuts: High (20 kHz – 24 kHz), Low (24 kHz – 32 kHz), Band (32 kHz – 40 kHz), Allpass (40 kHz – 50
kHz), Phaser (50 kHz – 60 kHz), Noise (60 kHz – 600 kHz) The main (L) hand has 6 filter resonds: Low (0 – 100%), High (100

– 200%), Band (200 – 400%), Allpass (400 kHz – 600 kHz), Phaser (600 kHz – 800 kHz), Noise (800 kHz – 1600 kHz) The
(R) hand has 6 filters: Low pass (0 – 6 kHz), High pass (6 kHz – 12 kHz), Band pass (12 kHz – 20 kHz), Notch (20 kHz – 12

kHz), Allpass (20 kHz – 20 kHz) The 77a5ca646e
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Korg's Advanced Digital Synthesizer (ADSP) VST is an excellent plugin for synthesizing a multitude of sounds, such as organic
basses and atmospheric pads, plus exotic digital devices. By extracting a spectral sound from each track, you can mix the sound
digitally, change the tone or build complex sound sequences. ADSP-VST features an extensive sound library with over 1,000
instruments and effects (1,000+ GB) for both Windows and Mac, and can create sounds from your sequencer via MIDI. This
release includes several updates including the ability to play back audio tracks, and the addition of 12- and 24-bit audio support.
What's New: * Audio can be played back in the VST host. * New Drumkits by Carl Stone ( are now included. * Twelve and
Twenty-Four Bit Support * Fully compatible with the latest ADSP-VST interface and latest host versions of Windows and Mac.
* Several bug fixes and performance improvements. Key Features: * Synthesize over 1,000 instruments and effects from your
music sequencer. * Create, change and produce various sound variations by altering parameters such as cutoff, resonance, filter
type, etc. for each step. * Use four modes to edit multiple steps with ease. * Audio tracks can be recorded and played back in
the VST host. * Adjust the tempo and let the DJ play back audio tracks. * New Drumkits by Carl Stone ( are now included. *
Compatibility with the latest ADSP-VST interface and latest host versions of Windows and Mac. * Several bug fixes and
performance improvements. * 12- and 24-bit support. What's New in 2.5: * Windows 10 Pro now supported. * Bug fixes and
performance improvements. What's New in 2.4: * New feature: Run sound tracks in VST host. * Bug fixes and performance
improvements. What's New in 2.3: * New feature: Mixing sound tracks. * New feature: New controller type with arrow pads.
What's New in 2.2: * Fix a crash bug. * Fix a bug for creating sequences with drum kits. What's New in 2.1: * New feature:

What's New In Breakdown?

Powerful audio processing for effects with a delay based on the inverse of the input and output ... Description: Source Module is
a audio processing instrument that can be a stand-alone effect, or can be used as the basis for other effects. This module offers
many options for processing such as: Gate ... Description: Essentially all delay based synths are delay based oscillators, but the
FL-series Oscillator differs in the amount of control it has over the delay. This makes it a very versatile analog synth and effects
processing tool. ... Description: Wavetable is a classical sound that has a big impact on the 'future' of synth sound. Its basic
function is to create a wavetable synth and consist of a table of values stored in the memory for waveform generation. All
synthesizer in MS-DOS and Macintosh program from the beginning have used this concept, and Windows programs have been
able to create wavetable synth with the synthesizer process of Windows instead of the Tandy Radio Shack Music System board.
... Description: Delay - As is already stated in the description of the operator section, it can be used as an analogue delay line, as
a multi-tap delay line, or as a feedback loop. Each mode can be controlled via the effect parameters. ... Description: The
intermodulation (IM) effect adds harmonics to a given sound in a way that creates "antagonistic" harmonics, which is, the sound
created would be in anti-phase to the original sound. A great tool for making exciting & unique sounds. ... Description: With
Wavetable, you can easily reproduce sounds that have a great depth, such as a real grand piano. But, Wavetable can do a lot
more than that. With Wavetable you can turn the pedals on a real grand piano, or turn up the volume in a widescreen TV, all in a
synthesizer. You can have Wavetable sound the thing that is doing the sound. ... Description: There are tons of multi-layered
effects in the studio. There are layers upon layers of effects that you can use to create new sonic worlds. Trans-Sonic brings the
best of these effects to you, and is designed to let you work with a powerful effect engine, while being able to access all of your
audio tracks and effects at once. ... Description: The Saver uses the song duration to choose a relative silence as the point at
which to stop playback. Thus it is able to save up to 10% of your songs length. The use of a DSP Timing algorithm guarantees
that the pauses will be smooth and will respect the song structure. A mute effect is used at the end of the song to add back
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System Requirements:

This contest is limited to residents of the United States. For participation you must be the legal resident of the United States at
the time of submission. You must have no more than two (2) submissions previously in the same category. In order to submit,
you must enter your name and email address on this page. The email address will not be published. Employees of Optimal
Gains, Inc., and its affiliates, their immediate family, and their respective household members are not eligible. Photographers
must reside within the United States.
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